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Helium trimer bound states are calculated by means of a variational method described in terms of
atom pair coordinates and distributed Gaussian basis functions for zero total angular momentum. To
show the feasibility of this method, we also apply it to the calculation of the first vibrational levels
of the Ar3 and Ne3 clusters. Special emphasis is made on the study of the possible Efimov behavior
of the first excited state found in the 4He3 trimer. Geometrical configurations of the ground and first
excited states of these rare gas trimers have been exhaustively studied owing to the proper symmetry
of the coordinates chosen. © 1999 American Institute of Physics. @S0021-9606~99!00218-4#I. INTRODUCTION
Since the early studies in Nuclear Physics by Efimov on
three-body ~3B! systems built using nearly resonant two-
body ~2B! forces,1 a lot of work has been carried out in order
to analyze the physical implications of systems presenting
this particularity, in case they do exist. The so-called Efimov
effect appears whenever all the three pairs involved in a 3B
system have no bound states but zero-energy resonances;
then it is said that such a system supports infinitely many
bound states which accumulate at the dissociation threshold.
The same is true if any of the following criteria is satisfied:2
~a! none of the pairs has bound states at all, ~b! two of the
pairs have zero-energy resonances, or ~c! certain inequalities
of the masses are satisfied. If the total 3B interaction poten-
tial is assumed to be the sum of the three 2B interactions
affected by a strength parameter, l, the number of bound
states of the 3B system increases as this parameter is in-
creased, eventually becoming infinite at a certain value of l.
However, some general comments should be made at this
point. There is a rough evaluation of the number of such
states for a 3B system, which depends on intrinsic properties
of the 2B subsystems, given by1,3
N5
1
p
ln
uau
r0
. ~1!
where a and r0 are the scattering length and the effective
range of the 2B potential, respectively. Only when the ratio
a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.9000021-9606/99/110(18)/9000/11/$15.00
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tem tend to show an infinite number of Efimov states. As far
as we know, only some theoretical predictions on model 3B
systems displaying this tendency have been reported.4 The
other point which one would need to further analyze is the
disappearance of these 3B states when the l parameter in-
creases. Strengthening of the potential produces, in fact, a
new (2B11B) threshold which moves downward below the
total fragmentation threshold. The Efimov states finally
move to the continuum spectrum as they are overrun by the
former threshold and become not real bound states any
longer. They are usually called ghost states since they have
no real existence.
In Molecular Physics, the most favorable candidates to
present this effect are small He clusters; the dimer 4He2, with
the weakest bond ever observed, has a nearly zero-energy
bound state and can lead to trimer formation where the Efi-
mov states could in principle occur and be eventually
observed.5–8 4He2 was firstly detected by Luo et al.9 collect-
ing ion dimers after electron impact ionization. This finding
was followed by some controversy about the likely sources
of error in the interpretation of the possible neutral parents of
the formed ions.10–12 More recently, a nondestructive detec-
tion of 4Hen with n52 – 10 was conducted by Scho¨llkopf
and Toennies12 using diffraction techniques from a transmis-
sion grating.
A large number of theoretical studies has also been de-
voted to the study of He dimers and trimers.5–7,13–19 Differ-
ent results and conclusions concerning the total number of
bound states and their main properties were found for the0 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
o AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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dicted one or two Efimov states depending on the 2B inter-
action potential employed. The Efimov behavior was found
through the disappearance of these states as the strength of
the potential was increased. In a further work, Huber16 com-
pared the number of Efimov states obtained in Ref. 13 with
the estimate given by Eq. ~1!. Although this comparison was
fairly good, the author recognized that his previous results
were not conclusive. Lim et al.5 found an Efimov state
through similar calculations performed with one of the po-
tentials used by Huber and Lim.13 In fact, they reported two
excited states above the ground level. The lowest of these
excited states disappeared when the strength of the potential
was increased only 1.01 times. Cornelius and Glo¨ckle6 used
an old version of the Aziz et al. potential20 within a Faddeev
scheme as well. They concluded that the existence of one
Efimov state could be surmised. Similar conclusions were
achieved by Greene et al.7 who, using an adiabatic approach
in hyperspherical coordinates, established upper and lower
limits to the energies of the ground and first excited states of
4He3. In spite of all these results however, the presence of a
single bound state has also been reported in the literature,21,22
and even negative results about the existence of such Efimov
states were found from scattering calculations.14,23 Uang and
Stwalley14 obtained a value for N @from Eq. ~1!# equal to
0.89, claiming the nonexistence of Efimov states. Huber16
questioned such a conclusion and suggested to ‘‘round up’’
the results to the nearest appropriate integer. We could fi-
nally say that much of the controversy about the existence of
Efimov states is mainly due to the uncertainties in our
knowledge of the 2B interaction potential and only in part to
the different theoretical methods applied to calculate the rel-
evant bound states.
Properties of rare gas clusters have been the goal of sev-
eral studies21,22,24,25 ~which in some cases did not include the
4He trimer because of its extremely weak bond21 and boson
character!. One of the conclusions usually drawn from such
studies is the extreme floppiness of He clusters when com-
pared with Ne and Ar clusters.22 In the Monte Carlo ~MC!
calculations performed by Raman Krishna and Whaley,19 av-
erage bond angles close to 60° were obtained, suggesting an
equilateral triangle as the main geometrical configuration for
the He trimer ground state. A similar result was reached by
Rick et al.22 and by Nielsen et al.26 in their recent work.
Nevertheless, recent MC studies have revealed a noticeable
contribution coming from nearly linear geometries.17 As will
be shown below, our results agree with this last finding.
In this work, we present an alternative, more versatile,
variational treatment to study boson triatomic systems. The
procedure is developed using atom pair coordinates which
provide a suitable way to tackle configurational studies. The
same coordinates were already used to calculate variationally
the rotation-vibration energies of H3
1 and D3
1
.
27 Depending
on the system under study, our procedure uses distributed
Gaussian functions ~DGF!,28 or standard orthonormal func-
tions, to construct the corresponding symmetrized basis sets.
These latter basis functions are inadequate to describe qua-
silinear configurations. On the contrary, the DGF set allows
us a partial analytical representation of our Hamiltonian andDownloaded 19 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject tfacilitates the description of all types of contributing struc-
tures. For comparison, a detailed analysis for Ar, Ne, and He
trimers is carried out by presenting bidimensional distribu-
tion functions and angular distributions. For Ar and Ne com-
plexes, a comparative calculation using Jacobi coordinates
has also been performed. On the other hand, the extremely
diffuse nature of the He trimer precludes a similar calcula-
tion. We find in the latter case the existence of two 3B bound
states; the excited level, while strictly speaking not a true
Efimov state, we think presents several characteristics of the
Efimov behavior which are extensively discussed in the
present work. Moreover, special emphasis is addressed to the
main geometrical configurations contributing to the He tri-
mer bound states. From this kind of study, it is possible to
envisage indirect ways to observe them.
II. METHOD
A. Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian for zero total angular momentum, us-
ing atom–atom pair coordinates R1 ,R2 ,R3 , can be straight-
forwardly derived to be
H5(
i51
3 H 2\2m F 1Ri2 ]]Ri Ri2 ]]Ri 1 R j
21Rk
22Ri
2
2R jRk
]2
]R j]Rk
G
1V~Ri!J ; iÞ jÞk . ~2!
In these coordinates, the volume element is given by
dt5R1R2R3dR1dR2dR3 . ~3!
Let C be one of the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian ~2!. Then
the transformation
F5AR1R2R3C ~4!
leads to the standard normalization condition,
E E E dR1dR2dR3uFu251. ~5!
After the transformation given by Eq. ~4!, F becomes an
eigenfunction of the effective Hamiltonian operator8
H5(
i51
3 H 2\2m F ]2]Ri2 1t iG1V~Ri!J , ~6!
where V(Ri) is the 2B-interaction potential, with the t i op-
erators being
t i5
1
Ri
]
]Ri
2
1
4Ri
2 1
R j
21Rk
22Ri
2
2R jRk
S ]2]R j]Rk2 12R j ]]Rk
2
1
2Rk
]
]R j
1
1
4R jRk
D ~7!
with iÞ j , jÞk , and iÞk .
Notice that the Hamiltonian of Eq. ~6! is totally symmet-
ric under the change of any pair of particles and, by exclud-
ing the t i operators, this Hamiltonian would strictly corre-
spond to the sum of three 2B Hamiltonians.o AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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As usual, in this type of work, the PES for the system is
described as the simple addition of realistic atom–atom in-
teractions. For the 4He trimer, the pairwise interaction was
taken from Ref. 29. As regards the Ne and Ar trimers, simple
Morse functions are used
V~Ri!5D@e22a~Ri2Re!22e2a~Ri2Re!# . ~8!
Values of the parameters for both clusters are shown in
Table I. They come from numerical fittings, in the region of
the well, of the potentials given by Aziz and Slaman for
Ne–Ne ~Ref. 30! and Ar–Ar ~Ref. 31! and were previously
obtained in Ref. 32.
The Lennard-Jones ~LJ! potential is most commonly em-
ployed in the literature to describe the atom–atom interaction
in Ne and Ar clusters.21,22,24,25 For Ar3, an alternative poten-
tial suggested by Aziz and Slaman31 has also been used.24
Nevertheless, our study on Ne and Ar clusters does not in-
tend to achieve results which crucially depend on using a
highly accurate interaction potential since our goal is to com-
pare the main features of the lowest levels of these clusters
with those obtained for 4He3. Due to the likely existence of
only two bound states for that cluster, a fairly precise de-
scription of the first levels is all we require. Moreover, a
comparison between results obtained using a LJ potential25
and the potential suggested by Aziz previously noted31 did
not reveal a particularly good agreement.24
Absence of many-body contributions to the potential for
He clusters, as it was previously pointed out,7 is justified by
ab initio and MC calculations carried out by Parish and
Dykestra and Bhattacharya and Anderson,33 respectively.
Similar calculations were conducted to study the role of the
3B forces in Ar3.24 The final conclusion was that long-range
3B interactions affect the vibrational spectrum of this cluster
and inclusion of Axilrod–Teller and double-dipole-
quadrupole terms should be considered. As very high accu-
racy for the calculations involving Ne and Ar clusters is not
our main aim at the moment, those terms were not included
in the present calculations.
Finally, for a comparison of a number of modern
helium–helium potentials, see Ref. 34.
C. Basis functions
In most of the previous works, orthonormal basis sets
were considered. However, it is difficult to describe linear
configurations using such basis sets, and since the He trimer
seems to also explore this type of arrangements, we have to
resort to nonorthogonal basis functions to account for such
situations. The eigenfunctions of the total Hamiltonian are
expanded in terms of basis functions as
TABLE I. Parameters for Morse potentials.
D ~cm21! a ~Å21! Re ~Å!
Ar–Ar 99.00 3.091 3.757
Ne–Ne 29.36 2.088 1.717Downloaded 19 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject tFk~R1 ,R2 ,R3!5(j a j
~k !f j~R1 ,R2 ,R3!, ~9!
where k stands for the ordering number of the bound states
and j denotes a collective index, j5(l<m<n). The f j
functions are built up as symmetrized products of pair func-
tions as follows:
f j~R1 ,R2 ,R3!5Nlmn
21/2 (
PPS3
P@w l~R1!wm~R2!wn~R3!# , ~10!
where the coefficients
Nlmn56~sllsmmsnn1sllsmn
2 1smmsln
2 1snnslm
2 12slmslnsmn!
~11!
define normalization factors expressed in terms of overlaps
written as
spq5^wpuwq&. ~12!
Basically, each f j(R1 ,R2 ,R3) function describes a triangu-
lar configuration in such a way that it represents the six pos-
sible triangular arrangements formed when the R1 , R2 , and
R3 sides are equal to the centers of the Gaussian functions
Rl , Rm , Rn , respectively. Although the basis set given by
Eq. ~10! is not orthogonal, the pseudoeigenvalue problem
originated by this procedure can be transformed to a standard
eigenvalue problem by using the method developed by
Lo¨wdin.35
As suggested by Hamilton and Light,28 the one-
dimensional function wp is chosen to be a DGF centered at
the Rp position
wp~Ri!5A4 2App e2Ap~Ri2Rp!2. ~13!
The coefficients Ap are defined in terms of the distance be-
tween centers of consecutive Gaussian functions as follows
Ap5
4b
~Rp112Rp21!2
, ~14!
where b is a dimensionless parameter close to one. In order
to fulfill the triangular requirement
uR12R2u<R3<R11R2 , ~15!
the product w lwmwn will belong to the basis if the corre-
sponding DGF centers verify that
Rn<Rl1Rm . ~16!
The scheme of construction of the f j(R1 ,R2 ,R3) basis func-
tions is based on the following steps. First, three Gaussian
functions satisfying the triangle requirement ~16! are chosen,
one for each center placed in the Ri coordinate; thus, the first
values of each R grid are taken for R1 , R2 , and R3 in the f1
function. Second, f2 is built with R1 ,R2 fixed and the next
value of the grid for R3 ; this is successively repeated until a
nonacceptable value @in the sense of Eq. ~16!# for R3 is
reached. Third, R2 changes its value from the old one to the
next point in the grid, while R3 is running through all the
values of the grid until it reaches again another nonaccept-
able value. Finally, the same procedure is followed for the
remaining points of the R1 grid.o AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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of infinite d functions as starting basis functions.28 In prac-
tice, however, one has to deal with a finite number of Gauss-
ian functions of nonzero width. So some tests to guarantee
the quality of the variational calculation need to be verified.
Due to the fact that the total wave function is finally ob-
tained, three tests based on the evaluation of statistical quan-
tities have been carried out:
~1! The values of ^cos u&k and ^cos2 u&k has to be within
the limits @ 13, 12#, @ 14, 1#, respectively. The u angle is here any
of the three angles of a triangle.
~2! The values of ^S&k and ^S2&k , S being the area of the
triangle, should be always positive and fulfill the condition
^S2&k>^S&k
2
.
~3! The deviations from the triangle requirement ~DTR!
defined as
DTR~k !512E
0
`
dR1E
0
`
dR2E
uR12R2u
R11R2
uFk~R1 ,R2 ,R3!u2dR3
~17!
should be very small. While the first two tests provide the
necessary constraints to reject the ill-behaving basis sets, the
last one allows us to decide among the different acceptable
basis sets that minimize DTR.
Once the basis set is finally selected, several distribution
functions can be evaluated in order to have some geometrical
indicators about the bound states. Thus, the pair distribution
D (k)(R1) function, for each k-bound state, is defined as
D ~k !~R1!5E E uFk~R1 ,R2 ,R3!u2dR2dR3 , ~18!
and, analogously, the bidimensional probability density func-
tion, D(k)(R1 ,R2), as
D~k !~R1 ,R2!5E uFk~R1 ,R2 ,R3!u2dR3 . ~19!
D. Statistical quantities and angular distributions
An additional advantage of using such pair coordinates
resides in the fact that averages and fluctuations ~and higher
momenta! of any quantity associated with a triangle configu-
ration are easily obtained. As has been said before, each f j
basis function is related to a triangular configuration and,
therefore, quantities such as the area ~from the Heron for-
mula!, cosine values of any angle of a triangle ~from the
cosine theorem! or the diameter of the circumscribed circum-
ference ~from the sine theorem! can be evaluated in order to
extract the angular distributions and most probable geom-
etries of the corresponding bound states of the trimer system
under study. However, starting with the values for each side
of a triangle, the evaluation of the area involves a square root
and therefore its average value over all possible configura-
tions, calculated from the total wave function, can not be
easily carried out. In general, the evaluation of any other
statistical quantity with the same procedure is very time con-
suming and cumbersome due to the large number of configu-
rations contributing to the bound states for very floppy sys-
tems. An alternative and easier way to proceed has been
developed leading to similar results.Downloaded 19 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject tFrom the normalization condition of the total wave func-
tion and its definition in Eq. ~9!, a sort of weight, P j
(k)
, can
be extracted for each j configuration as follows:
15^FkuFk&5(j a j
~k !^Fkuf j&5(j P j
~k !
, ~20!
where, although the sum of the quantities P j
(k) is effectively
equal to one, their values ~not always positive! prevent them
from being considered as proper statistical weights. Despite
this drawback, they enable us to estimate the number and
type ~linear, isosceles, equilateral, and scalene! of triangle
configurations present in the triatomic system. In order to
classify them, a certain minimum variation on the sides of
the triangles has to be accepted. Obviously, the minimum
step size of the Ri grid is the natural choice for such disper-
sion.
Thus with these pseudoweights, the momenta of a given
magnitude x for the k bound state can be calculated as ~re-
sorting to the mean value theorem!
^xn&k5(j a j
~k !^Fkuxnuf j&'(j P j
~k !x j
n
, ~21!
where in the integrals involved we have assumed that the
magnitude x depending on the three pair coordinates has
been replaced by a mean value corresponding to the triangle
configuration described by the f j function. In particular,
some derivative magnitudes such as the root mean square
A^x2& and the mean-square deviation or dispersion s2
5^x2&2^x&2 can be easily extracted.
III. RESULTS
We start this section by showing the results ~some levels
of the vibrational spectrum and geometrical configurations!
for the Ar3 and Ne3 trimers in order to illustrate the applica-
bility of the method proposed in this work. The success of
this test will permit us to extend the same procedure to boson
triatomic systems like the He3 trimer. A different treatment
for the He clusters when comparing with other rare gas sys-
tems has been discussed.21,22 Leitner et al.21 could not study
4He3 using the equally spaced discrete variable representa-
tion ~DVR! as they did with Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe, and Rick
et al.22 had to use different trial functions in their MC calcu-
lations in order to study He, Ne, and Ar clusters, because of
the differences found in the rigidity of their corresponding
ground states.
A. Numerical details
The calculations for He3 clusters have been performed
employing 39 Gaussian functions, 17 of them equally spaced
with intervals of 0.5 Å in the region of the 2B potential well
~3–11 Å! and the rest covering up to 139 Å with increasingly
larger spacing; in all we used 2944 total symmetrized f j
functions. However, some of the details need to be further
explained. The numerical convergence is quite critical for
this system and the statistical magnitudes mentioned above
have been used as criteria to choose a good basis set. Thus,
for example, if one additional Gaussian function is included
at 11.5 Å, although the ground level is found to be reason-o AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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be negative and, therefore, this particular point can not be
included in our basis set. An additional parameter to adjust is
b which controls the width of the Gaussian function given by
Eq. ~14!. Obviously, different values of this parameter can
make acceptable that point discarded before. By using b
51.10 with the present extended basis, similar statistical
magnitudes for the ground level are reproduced, although a
slightly unbound first excited state is obtained. Finally, a
value of b51.05 for the original points mentioned above
yielded an acceptable basis set for which the DTR values
defined by Eq. ~17! are lower than 2%.
For Ne3, 15 Gaussian functions have been taken, from
2.6 to 5.4 Å, equally spaced with intervals of 0.2 Å, which
generated 678 symmetrized f j functions. Similarly, 11
Gaussian functions, centered from 3.0 to 5.0 Å with the same
interval as Ne3 have been used for Ar3 with a total number of
286 symmetrized f j functions. Thus the numerical conver-
gence for both trimers with all of the requirements above
mentioned is easily achieved.
TABLE II. First energy levels for Ar3 expressed with respect to the bottom
of the potential well ~297 cm21!. First column is taken from Ref. 24 with the
assigned hyperspherical vibrational modes in parenthesis, second column is
obtained from Jacobi coordinates, and third and fourth columns come from
using pair coordinates with orthogonal basis functions ~OBF! and DGF ~see
text!, respectively. In the last two columns, only totally symmetric levels are
listed. The 6 signs stand for a basis including even or odd diatomic rota-
tional quantum numbers, respectively.
Ref. 24 Jacobi OBF DGF
~000! 43.72 44.55 ~1! 44.56 44.57
~001! 66.49 67.62 ~2!
~010! 66.76 67.88 ~1!
~100! 76.64 75.95 ~1! 76.08 76.09
~002! 82.21 82.02 ~1!
~020! 87.76 88.80 ~1! 88.81 88.83
~011! 88.90 89.20 ~2!
90.23 ~1!
~110! 97.61 95.59 ~2!
~101! 97.66 96.41 ~1!
~200! 106.49 103.59 ~1! 103.50 103.55
~003! 106.56 106.51 ~2!
~030! 107.33 107.76 ~1! 108.11 108.20
~012! 108.56 111.59 ~2!
~021! 109.19 112.17 ~1!
~120! 116.71 114.73 ~2!
~111! 117.18 115.11 ~1!
~102! 117.90 117.89 ~1! 116.19 116.88
119.52 ~2!Downloaded 19 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject tB. Ar3 and Ne3 clusters
In Table II, a comparison of the first energy levels for
Ar3 measured from the bottom of the potential well (3
399.0 cm21) is presented when different coordinates and ba-
sis sets are used. In the first column, the levels reported in
Ref. 24, obtained through a self-consistent-field-
configuration-interaction ~SCF-CI! treatment in hyperspheri-
cal coordinates, are listed and assigned to different vibra-
tional modes. The second column corresponds to our
variational levels obtained using Jacobi coordinates. The
6 signs stand for a basis including either even or odd di-
atomic rotational states, respectively. Finally, in the third and
fourth columns, our results in terms of pair coordinates are
presented when orthogonal basis functions ~OBF! and DGF
are employed, respectively. In these three last columns, the
levels are listed following a criterion of proximity in energy
with respect to the values of the first column. The calcula-
tions of Ref. 24 were performed using the Aziz’s potential31
and also included 3B interactions. As one can be see, the
agreement is fairly good for the first levels of the vibrational
spectrum. Due to the proper construction of the basis func-
tions, our results in the third and fourth columns only corre-
spond to totally symmetric vibrational motions. Notice also
that the levels of energies 90.23 and 119.52 cm21 coming
from the variational Jacobi calculation were not reported by
the SCF-CI treatment.
Other methods applied to this system are those based on
MC calculations @diffuse ~DMC! and variational ~VMC! MC
methods22# and on the successive diagonalization-truncation
~SDT! method21 within a DVR scheme. As is well known,
MC calculations only provide the first vibrational state. The
DMC result was 36.94 cm21 and the VMC result 38.40 cm21
which are less deep than our results for the ground state. The
result for the DVR calculations22 was a first level of 37.09
cm21. The LJ potential well depth used in both calculations
was 82.99 cm21.
For a further comparison, energies for the ground (k
50) and first (k51) excited vibrational states as well as
average triangle sides, areas, and cos u are reported in Table
III for the three trimers: Ar3, Ne3, and He3. In parenthesis,
the corresponding root mean square is also included. The
value obtained for ^R&0 , being R any side of the triangle in
the ground state of the trimer Ar3, compares well with 3.91
60.20 Å given by Rick et al.22 and the area of the equilat-
eral triangle calculated with this side, 6.35 Å2, is really close
to our result for ^S&0 . The same calculation furnishes a value
of 6.59 Å2 for the first excited state, only slightly higher thanTABLE III. Results for the ground (k50) and first (k51) excited vibrational states of the Ar3, Ne3, and He3 systems: energy, average triangle side, area,
and cos u. In parenthesis, the root mean square of the last three magnitudes.
Ar3 Ne3 He3
k50 k51 k50 k51 k50 k51
E ~cm21! 2252.43 2220.91 250.23 233.81 20.1523 20.0012
^R& ~Å! 3.83~3.83! 3.90~3.91! 3.31~3.32! 3.61~3.66! 7.88~8.71! 50.03~57.28!
^S& ~Å2! 6.33~6.34! 6.56~6.59! 4.68~4.71! 5.26~5.32! 15.03~26.23! 684.31~994.01!
^cos u& 0.499~0.502! 0.498~0.503! 0.496~0.507! 0.480~0.553! 0.396~0.818! 0.402~0.739!o AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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predominance of the equilateral arrangement.
In Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, the three-dimensional and contour
plots of the D(k)(R1 ,R2) functions for the ground (k50)
and first (k51) excited states are shown, respectively.
D(0)(R1 ,R2) is clearly centered at R15R253.80 Å, whereas
D(1)(R1 ,R2) has a maximum peak at 3.73 Å with a sug-
gested shoulder around 4.10 Å. The pair distribution function
showed by Horn et al.24 for the ground level was sharply
peaked at 3.76 Å, indicating the good agreement with our
result. Notice that both densities are very much compressed
in a small region of the (R1 ,R2) space.
Finally, also for comparison, the pseudoweights P j
(k) of
the different triangular configurations are presented in Table
IV for the three trimers. In the first column, the results cor-
respond to the Ar3 cluster. According to this table, a clear
dominance of the equilateral structure, 71.1%, for the ground
state, is found again. For the first excited state, we have:
52.5% for the equilateral structures and only 32.9% for the
isosceles configurations. Rick et al.22 also reported an aver-
age bond angle equal to 60° for the ground level. Predomi-
nance of equilateral configurations was also suggested by
FIG. 1. Ar3 three-dimensional plots, D(k)(R1 ,R2), for ~a! the ground (k
50), and ~b! first excited (k51) states. Units for R1 and R2 are in Å. For
the first excited state, the function has been multiplied by 10.
TABLE IV. Percentages ~pseudoweights! on the different types of triangu-
lar arrangements, P j
(k)
.
Ar3 Ne3 He3
k50 k51 k50 k51 k50 k51
Quasilinear 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 27.1 3.7
Scalene 16.2 14.6 23.4 38.8 48.3 74.3
Isosceles 12.7 32.9 45.0 51.7 23.6 21.7
Equilateral 71.1 52.5 31.6 9.5 1.0 0.3Downloaded 19 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject tHorn et al.24 as they found a similarity of the hyperspherical
modes used in their study with the degenerate normal modes
of an equilateral X3 system.
Results for the first vibrational levels of the spectrum of
the Ne trimer are presented in Table V with different coor-
dinates and methods. Our DGF energies ~last column! corre-
spond to totally symmetric states deeper than those from the
previously mentioned MC22 and SDT21 calculations. This
finding is due to the smaller Ne–Ne potential depth, 24.74
cm21, employed in that work. The comparison between re-
sults from internal and Jacobi coordinates calculations is
fairly good. In Table III, triangular statistical magnitudes for
the two first energy levels, k50 and k51, are listed in the
third and fourth columns. In Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, the
D(k)(R1 ,R2) functions are also displayed for the ground (k
50) and first (k51) excited states, respectively. The prob-
ability density for the ground level, D(0)(R1 ,R2), is clearly
centered at R15R253.23 Å with ^R&053.31 Å ~which com-
pares quite well with the result obtained by Rick et al.,
3.3760.34 Å), whereas the first excited level shows a bimo-
dal behavior with maxima at 3.20 and 4.24 Å, respectively,
TABLE V. First Ne3 vibrational bound states ~in cm21!. In the first column,
results from DVR and hyperspherical coordinates calculations by Leitner
et al. ~see Ref. 21! are listed, the second and third columns come from
diffusion ~DMC! and variational ~VMC! Monte Carlo calculations by Rick
et al. ~see Ref. 22!, respectively. Last two columns correspond to our cal-
culations with Jacobi coordinates and the DGF basis set.
k Ref. 21 DMC ~Ref. 22! VMC ~Ref. 22! EkJacobi EkDGF
0 242.51 242.58 242.18 249.88 250.23
1 230.19 233.75 233.81
2 228.16 229.56 227.53
FIG. 2. Same as in Fig. 1 for Ne3. The D(1)(R1 ,R2) function has been
multiplied by 10.o AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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less compressed spatial distribution with respect to the line
R15R2 suggesting a less rigid geometry compared with that
for Ar3 case.
From Table IV, the analysis of the different triangular
arrangements for k50 reveals a clear dominance of isosceles
configurations and a decreasing contributions from equilat-
eral structures. Nevertheless, the area of an equilateral tri-
angle with sides equal to the value obtained for ^R&0 is 4.68
Å2, close to the value shown in Table III. Moreover, the
value obtained for ^cos u&0 stresses the equilateral contribu-
tion. It should be also noted that an equilateral configuration
has been previously predicted for the Ne3 ground state.21,22
Rick et al.22 again obtained an average bond angle of 60
degrees and found the peak of the wave function localized at
this triangular configuration. Similar conclusions were re-
ported by Leitner et al.21 The first excited state presents a
considerably lower contribution from such structures al-
though the area calculated from the side ^R&153.61 Å and
the value of ^cos u&1 nearly equal to 0.5 would indicate a
geometry not very far from the equilateral one. This apparent
contradiction is attributed to the fact that most of the isosce-
les structures are very nearly equilateral.
C. He3 clusters
The He3 cluster has already been subject of several stud-
ies in order to detect possible Efimov states.5–8,13,15,16,23 Ac-
cording to Eq. ~1!, the predicted number of Efimov states for
this system is '0.8, with a5100.13 Å and r057.35 Å is-
sued from to the potential used in this work. Our previous
analysis of this problem8 concluded the existence of two
bound states with energies 20.15 cm21 for the ground state
and 21.2431023 cm21 for the excited level. Values of the
main characteristic features are shown in the last two col-
umns of Table III. From this table, the ^R&0 value for the
ground state is slightly smaller than the results previously
reported: 9.2264.73 ~Ref. 22! and 9.965.3 Å.19
In Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, three dimensional probability dis-
tributions for both states, k50 and k51, respectively, con-
firm the great difference between the spatial extension of the
two states. Compared with the two other trimers, the He
trimer clearly reveals a more dispersed nature with higher
values of the standard deviations for almost all the magni-
tudes calculated. Spatial extension is considerably large for
the k51 state as may be expected from the weakly bound 2B
system (20.9131023 cm21). The striking feature is found
to be the average distance for the excited state, 50.03 Å,
while the mean root square is 57.28 Å. As it was previously
noted,1,8 this is one of the main aspects of systems with an
Efimov behavior. The D(0)(R1 ,R2) distribution function for
the ground state @in Fig. 3~a!# shows a bimodal structure with
maxima located at 4.53 and 8.81 Å. This bimodal distribu-
tion can be interpreted as being due to the presence of qua-
silinear geometrical configurations as will be discussed be-
low. Both distributions are spatially orthogonal in the sense
that D(1)(R1 ,R2) has negligible values in the region where
D(0)(R1 ,R2) is defined. This extremely diffuse and de-
localized nature of the He trimer was also reported in some
MC calculations ~see Table V!.19,22Downloaded 19 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject tIn Table VI, the 3B energies are compared with previous
works. Although the energy of the trimer ground state is one
of the deepest, it is clearly between the limits reported by
Greene et al.7 in his adiabatic hyperspherical study. The
value for the excited state is similar to the energy found in
the most recent works.6,7,15,23
FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 1 for He3. The D(0)(R1 ,R2) function has been multi-
plied by 103 and D(1)(R1 ,R2) by 105.
TABLE VI. Different He trimer and dimer levels reported in the literature
are listed. E03B and E13B correspond to energies of the ground and first excited
levels of the trimer, respectively, whereas E0
2B is the energy of the ground
level for the dimer. Results in the fourth column are expressed in powers of
10 in parenthesis. As explained in the text, ~*! means that another excited
state was found although nothing is said about its possible Efimov behavior,
and ~**! means that two Efimov states are found for the potential used.
Small letters in parenthesis refer to the potential used in each calculation:
aSee Ref. 36, bsee Ref. 37, csee Ref. 38, d1.00098 times the potential from
Ref. 39, e1.001 times the potential from Ref. 40, fAziz’s 1979-version from
Ref. 20, gAziz’s 1987 version from Ref. 41, hlatest Aziz’s version from Ref.
29 and ifrom Ref. 42. Values in parenthesis from Greene’s results are lower
limits to the energies of the trimer.
Ref. E0
3B ~cm21! E1
3B ~cm21! E0
2B ~cm21!
5 20.0598 20.0066* a
13 20.1043 20.0047 23.8 ~23!b
20.0605 20.0008 20.3 ~23!a
20.0487 20.0002** 27.3 ~26!c
20.0459 20.0002** 23.7 ~26!d
20.0466 20.0001** 29.0 ~28!e
23 20.0639 20.0007 20.58 ~23!f
6 20.0764 20.0011 20.58 ~23!f
19 20.0799 g
7 20.0737 ~20.2041! 20.0015 ~20.0024! 20.91 ~23!h
20.0692 ~20.1925! 20.0011 ~20.0019! 20.58 ~23!f
17 20.0829 20.76 ~23!i
15 20.0584 20.0010 20.58 ~23!f
20.0667 20.0017 21.17 ~23!g
8 20.1523 20.0012 20.91 ~23!ho AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
9007J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 18, 8 May 1999 Gonza´lez-Lezana et al.FIG. 4. Evolution of the bound states for the dimer and trimer ~in cm21! as a function of the strength parameter, l. The solid line corresponds to the dimer
bound state and the dashed lines to the two trimer bound states. In each region of l values ~see text! the character of the bound states @He3 (k50), ground
state and, He3 (k51), first excited state# is marked: halo, Efimov-type, and ghost state.Figure 4 shows the values of the energies for the He2 and
He3 (k50,1) states when l varies around one. In the inset of
this figure an enhancement of the critical l region is shown.
Several regions in l can be considered:
~i! between lhalo50.8942 and l2B50.9755, where only
a trimer bound state exists but not a dimer state; this
type of trimer bound states are usually called halo
states;
~ii! between l2B50.9755 and lEfimov50.9849, where the
first excited state for the trimer begins to appear; this
state could be characterized as a virtual state since it
becomes bound state as the interaction increases;
~iii! between lEfimov50.9849 and lghost51.0256, where
the Efimov-type state is below the 2B continuum
threshold and finally is overrun by this threshold; and
~iv! l.1.0256 where the first excited state for the trimer
is above the 2B continuum threshold and is generally
called a ghost state.
The double crossing between the E(He3~1!) and E(He2)
curves has been previously found.7 Although the same
potential29 was employed in that case, the appearance of theDownloaded 19 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject texcited state through the 2B continuum threshold was
thought to occur for weakener values of the interaction,
lEfimov50.9741. Our lEfimov is close to the value found by
Nakaichi-Maeda and Lim.23 The limiting values of the l
parameter are slightly different from those suggested in Ref.
7 with a similar ratio lhalo /l2B50.92. In the literature of
Nuclear Physics, this ratio is about 0.8. This discrepancy
should be attributed to the long range nature of the molecular
2B interaction potential which behaves asymptotically differ-
ently from that of the nuclear interactions. It should be
stressed at this point that in region ~iii! only one Efimov-type
state appears but no more. The striking result in our case is
that this region includes l51, i.e., the case for which we
consider the 2B interaction to be the correct physical inter-
action. This fact implies that the Efimov states must be quite
elusive because very small fluctuations or uncertainties in the
2B interaction potential can lead to different conclusions
about their existence. Furthermore, the different behavior
with l of the energies observed for the two states is ex-
plained as follows: from Fig. 3~a! it can be seen that the
ground state is located in a region closer to the potential wello AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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to find that tiny changes in the potential depth have a stron-
ger effect on the ground level.
The analysis of the different triangular configurations
~see Table IV! as described in Eq. ~20! seems to reveal the
clear predominance of scalene arrangements for both states
~48.3% for the ground level and 74.3% for the excited level!.
However, for the ground state, the corresponding percentage
comes from very small contributions of a high number of
such basis functions. The second main configuration partici-
pating in the structure for this state is the quasilinear arrange-
ment with 27.1%. Two more features allow us to conclude
that the quasilinear arrangements play a decisive role in the
geometry of the He3 ground state. First, the level disappears
if quasilinear f j functions are eliminated from the basis used
in the calculation. And second, from the localization of the
two maxima of D(0)(R1 ,R2), its ratio being nearly equal to
2, we can deduce that they are strongly related to triangles
with sides R1 , R2 around 4.5 Å and R3 being approximately
equal to 8.8 Å. This preference for quasilinear disposition
was also suggested through diffusion quantum MC
calculations.17 The need to include collinear arrangements in
order to describe the floppy geometry of the ground state of
He3 may come from the fact that they can play the role of
intermediate configurations among all of the possible trian-
gular arrangements. Predictions concerning the geometrical
shape of the excited state are not so clear since the contribu-
tions of isosceles configurations seem to be quite important.
In any case, the equilateral configuration represents a negli-
gible contribution.
The values of ^cos u&0 ~see Table III! do not lead one to
think of an equilateral configuration as the main arrangement
for the ground level of the trimer. In this sense, our results
are in total disagreement with some of the conclusions from
previous MC calculations,22,19 where the value for the bond
angle was 60°. In Fig. 5, the angular distributions for both
states (k50 and k51) are plotted. For comparison, in the
FIG. 5. Angular distributions for the ground k50 ~solid line! and first
excited k51 ~dashed line! states of He3. In the inset, the corresponding
angular distributions for the ground states of Ar3 ~solid line! and Ne3
~dashed line! are shown.Downloaded 19 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject tinset of this figure, the angular distributions for the Ar3 and
Ne3 clusters are also plotted but only for the ground state.
These angular distributions have been calculated from the
first seven momenta of cos u. Whereas for Ar3 and Ne3 the
cosine distribution is peaked near 0.5, indicating again an
equilateral configuration a completely different behavior is
observed for the ground state of He3. We have two peaks
~with a ratio of 1 to 2! for cosine values of 21 and 11,
respectively, and a non-negligible probability of finding
other types of angular arrangements. The distribution for the
Efimov-type state is strongly peaked at 11 but again all the
remaining angular arrangements are more or less equally
probable, indicating the contribution of a great variety of
triangular geometries, as confirmed by Table IV.
An additional intrinsic difference among the clusters un-
der study in this work is seen comparing the corresponding
energies of trimers and dimers. Table VII shows these energy
values for Ar ~first column!, Ne ~second column!, and He
~last column!. Energies for ground and first excited states of
the dimers are shown in the first two rows. Notice the ab-
sence of an excited state for He2. In the third and fourth
rows, energies for the two first levels of the trimers are
shown. Although they have already been listed in Table III,
their inclusion here will facilitate comparison with the rest of
entries of Table VII. The last three rows are for some com-
binations of ground and first excited state energies. In par-
ticular, the fifth row shows the value of three times the
ground energy level of the dimers, while two times the dimer
ground energy level plus the first excited energy level and
vice-versa are shown in the sixth and seventh rows, respec-
tively. Analysis of this table allows us to deduce the follow-
ing relations for the ground levels of the different clusters:
E~Ar3
~0!!;33E~Ar2
~0!!,
E~Ne3
~0!!;33E~Ne2
~0!!, ~22!
E~He3
~0!!!33E~He2
~0!!,
and for the first excited states,
23E~Ar2
~0!!1E~Ar2
~1!!,E~Ar3
~1!!,E~Ar2
~0!!123E~Ar2
~1!!
23E~Ne2
~0!!1E~Ne2
~1!!,E~Ne3
~1!!,E~Ne2
~0!!123E~Ne2
~1!!
23E~He2
~0!!,E~He3
~1!!,E~He2
~0!!, ~23!
TABLE VII. Energies ~in cm21!, E(Xn(k)) , of the ground (k50) and (k
51) excited states for the dimers (n52) and trimers (n53) of Ar ~first
column!, Ne ~second column! and He ~third column!. In the following rows,
different combinations of the dimer levels are shown.
Ar Ne He
E(X2(0)) 283.93 216.56 20.0009
E(X2(1)) 257.52 21.88
E(X3(0)) 2252.43 250.23 20.1523
E(X3(1)) 2220.91 233.81 20.0012
33E(X2(0)) 2251.79 249.68 20.0027
23E(X2(0))1E(X2(1)) 2225.38 235.00
E(X2(0))123E(X2(1)) 2198.97 220.32o AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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ters is found to correspond approximately to three times the
energy of the dimer ground level, such a description is not
possible for the He system: E(He3~0!) is about 50 times
deeper than the value obtained considering the sum of three
E(He2~0!).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
As a result of the study carried out with this variational
method in terms of pair coordinates, two bound states have
been found for the He3 cluster. The excited state presents an
Efimov-type behavior in the sense that it is overrun by the
2B continuum threshold when the parameter l multiplying
the pairwise potential is varied and the associated bidimen-
sional probability density function, D(1)(R1 ,R2), presents
large spatial extension. A non-negligible presence of the pair
distribution function inside the potential well and the diffi-
culties found to obtain unequivocally such an excited state
~independent of the 2B potential and theoretical method used
in the calculation! leads us to the conclusion that the possible
Efimov state for the He3 cluster is quite elusive and cannot as
yet be definitely settled. Moreover, in the coordinates used
here the kinetic energy operators of the total Hamiltonian,
Eq. ~7!, do not present the clear behavior of an effective
attractive long-range interaction of the 1/R2 type, with R
being one of the given coordinates. We feel however that it
should be instead the balance among all the terms involved
in these kinetic operators which is responsible for the long-
range interaction, at least for distances larger than r0 , the
effective range of the 2B potential.
The quantitative analysis of the different geometrical
configurations contributing to each triatomic bound state
leads us to the following conclusion about the He3 system:
the ground state is found to be formed by a considerable
component of quasilinear arrangements, whereas contribu-
tions from a large number of different triangular configura-
tions seem to be necessary in order to explain the geometry
of the first excited state. Those quasilinear arrangements are
thought to play the role of intermediate configurations in the
transit to other triangular arrangements in the case of the
ground state. The importance of equilateral configurations
increases when the Ne3 and specially Ar3 systems are con-
sidered. A marked difference concerning the rigidity of the
trimers is found when the He3 system is compared with the
two other systems in this work: while dispersions or fluctua-
tions extracted from the helium trimer about its spatial ex-
tension ~average triangle side and area! have high values, the
results for the Ar3 and Ne3 allow us to conclude the presence
of more compact and rigid structures for these systems. In
this sense we find a clear connection between the equilateral
condition and rigidity, whereas the importance of quasilinear
arrangements in the geometry of the ground state of the He3
system seems to be related to its extremely floppiness. We
would also like to point out that by using this kind of coor-
dinates one can estimate the weight of the different geometri-
cal configurations and therefore it is possible to know their
contributions to each bound state. As far as we know, this isDownloaded 19 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject tthe first ‘‘exact’’ variational calculation including the proper
symmetry of the problem.
The final point is to suggest from our results some pos-
sible ways of detecting Efimov-type states. Recently, He
dimers and trimers have been detected by diffraction from a
transmission grating leading to a nondestructive mass
selection.12 The signal corresponding to He trimers has not
been resolved in terms of different bound states of the sys-
tem. The diffraction grating was built with a period of 200
nm with bars and slits of equal size. According to our esti-
mates, trimers can pass through this kind of gratings inde-
pendently of the bound states which are populated in the
experiment. The question now is to envisage a way to select
or discriminate one of these two bound states. The average
diameter of the circumscribed circumferences for all of the
triangular configurations is 10.8763.55 Å for the ground
state and 69.11625.95 Å for the excited state ~for the qua-
silinear configurations, such a diameter is chosen to be equal
to the largest side!. Due to this difference, if the grating is
tilted at different incident angles from the He beam, the ef-
fective slit can be of the order of the average diameter of the
Efimov-type state and therefore it would be possible to filter
such a state. From the different population ~and if the experi-
mental resolution in intensity is good enough! it could be
possible to detect it in an indirect way. Alternatively, such
states could also be indirectly measured or observed from the
kinetics of formation of the dimers and trimers in He
beams,43 three-body recombination of ultracold atoms44 and
from the properties of liquid helium. In this last case, a com-
plete different dynamics could be developed considering that
the He dimer interaction potential is affected by the sur-
roundings in many ways similar to those which we have
simulated by varying the l value and therefore dimers and
trimers could play a very important role when one analyzes
the well known properties of He liquid.
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